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Ed itor s Note
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Piecing it all Together
Telling the EMU star» one puzzle piece at a time

A bout a year ago, I sat with my father and stared at the assortment of jigsaw puzzle

.£\.pieces on the living room table. It was a sea of color and shapes and confusion, and

I was sure there was no way these pieces would ever interlock to form a picture-even
though the box touted the puzzle as "EZ:'
I've never been particularly good at this sort of thing, but it seemed like the perfect
activity to share with my father, who was struggling with dementia and Parkinson's
disease. Yet we both just sat and stared, perplexed by the task before us. I think my family
sensed our impasse, because soon my nephew joined us, then my brother, then my
brother-in-law, and within minutes the bits of red became apples, the brown hues were
bushel baskets, an American flag was quickly evident, and then the image of a fruit stand
stood gloriously before us.
I've often thought about that day. I know why my father struggled, but I'm not sure
why I did. I say that I'm not good at puzzles, but in fact Eastern magazine is a big puzzle.
It's actually more like the old jigsaw puzzle at your grandmother's house, the one that's not
only missing several pieces but also has a few from a different puzzle thrown into the box.
Several times a year, it's our job to make the EMU pieces interlock. Sometimes we end
up holding material for several issues, waiting for the most appropriate moment to share
the story. Sometimes we scrounge for any small nugget we can find so we can fill the space
and complete the picture. That's what happened
last year when we were putting together the
summer issue. We had a tiny space to fill. I
asked a colleague for something brief and
quirky, and she produced a 175-word
article about a statue on campus. TI1e
magazine was done.
I had no idea that little piece,
in many ways an afterthought,
would lead to a feature story in this
issue ("Unmasking Diane," p. 22).
That's what's different about our recurring
puzzle. There is no final picture on a box. There
is no correct formula. It's ours to create and then,
when it's finished, we get to start again.
I hope you enjoy this version of our work.
-DG
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From the President

Together We Form the Eastern Family
Eastem's continued success is result ofhard work of many

S

tudents and reporters often ask me a fairly basic question:
W hy do I like this job? I always tell them I love Eastern
and although it's the most challenging job I've ever had, that
it's the most meaningful and rewarding.
In my role as President, I am fortunate to meet many in
spiring people: students who are working hard, making a dif
ference, and overcoming obstacles; professors who are inspir
ing students, supporting their efforts, and who are dedicated
and committed to Eastern and its success; staff members who
work tirelessly to solve problems-help students find finan
cial aid, jobs, and upport the efforts of faculty, and alumni
the TRUEMU Eastern grads who proudly wear green and
white and support all of our efforts-academic, athletic and
community engagement.
It i this part of my job-meeting people who are all re
markable in their own way, who all share a love of Eastern and
all form the Eastern family-that is the highlight of my job
and my favorite part of my role as President.
But the great parts of this job don't end there. I
take great pride in the accomplishments we have
made over the last several years. Sharing a vision
and working with others committed to Eastern's
success is the work that gives me the mo t satis
faction.
I can see the difference we are making. And oth
er tell me the same thing. It is not limited to new
faculty, renovated facilities, and increa ed
financial aid. We also are introducing new
programs to better meet the needs of
today's employers. Program uch as a
new Interdisciplinary Environmental
cience and ociety major and a new
Early Childhood Education major.
Students can get jobs in cyber se
curity by studying Information A
surancc. We are developing a new
Physician's Assistant program.
We are focusing on new and ere-

office of the president

mlch.edu

ative ways to better support students-both financially and
academically. Student success-including improving reten
tion and graduation rates-continues to be a major priority.
Students also often wonder about my route to the presi
dency of Eastern and how they can pursue leadership roles.
My first paycheck was as a pickle packer for Aunt Jane's
Pickles in a small town in Michigan's thumb. I grew up on a
dairy farm and went to a one-room school. My teacher grad
uated from Michigan State Normal.
So what was my path to the Presidency? The key was a
great public university education in Michigan. 1 earned a
bachelor's, MBA and a Ph.D. in Accounting.
My parents didn't go to college and it was the State of
Michigan taxpayers who paid my tuition and fees for me to
earn my first degree. Every day I serve as President I am com
mitted to giving back to enable others like me to earn college
degrees and obtain rewarding jobs that enable them to support a family and live in this great State of Michigan.
As alumni, this is a critical economic time and
Eastern needs your support. Many of our students
struggle to pay for their college degree. They de
serve great faculty, state of the art facibties, and
fresh, vibrant campus housing and campus life
program . Support our students. Support our University. Support opportunity. Support Eastern.
It is only by joining together as an Eastern
family that we can continue to enhance
our great, historic public university.
We can be assured that future gen
erations will have access to a great
college education and the oppor
tunities, similar to those I had,
that Eastern has provided to
thousands of graduates.
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Porter's Predictions

Which ones became a reality?

ways to retain students, such as
career coaches, Finding-your
perfect-major fairs, offering low
tuition rates and the recent open
ing of the University Advising and
Career Development Center in
McKenny Hall.
Keeping It Basic

Porter also envisioned a "School
of Basic Studies and Continuing
Education" with approximately
6,000 freshmen and sophomores.
While there is no school for basic
studies, Eastern requires each
student to take a set of general
education classes for any program
of study. EMU also offers a degree
in liberal arts. As for his second
aspiration, most of EMU's colleges
have their own continuing educa
tion programs.
Expansion Plan

In his 7 0-year tenure as Eastem's
President, from 7 979 to 1989, John
W. Porter gained a reputation for
boundless energy, deep thinking
and what would now be called "fu
turing." For example, he prepared
a memo to the Board of Regents
in 7 982 that outlined his vision for
Eastern in eight points, in which
he anticipated a university climate
characterized by economic con
straint, declining enrollment, and a
heavy reliance on computers.

technology caused him to miss
the fact that computer access
would be individuated rather than
centralized, but that was true of
most of the would-be seers of the
time. What stands out is his under
standing that leading a university
demands attention to the future as
much as the present and the past.

Some of his ideas were prophetic;
others, not so much. Applying
traditional expectations to an
emerging and game-changing

Porter anticipated a computer
ized system for admissions, finan
cial aid, records and registration,
and course placement. Today,
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Here's a look at how his points
panned out.
Electronic Access

emich.edu handles most of
them. In addition, each depart
ment is computerized and most
of the school's and students'
documents have electronic cop
ies. Students have instant access
to all of the above information at
any given time, as well as being
able to see dates, grades, sched
ules, test scores and more.
Enroll and Retain

Student retention is often an
issue at many schools. Porter
wanted to see a unique and
effective student retention pro
gram for EMU. The University is
always developing innovative

Porter said EMU had a potential to host 17,500 students, 75
percent of which were full-time.
Well, we've got some good news
for him. As of the 2010-2011 aca
demic year, Eastern had 23,000
students. Of the 18,000 under
graduates, 72 percent were full
time and many are international
students.
Information Age

It seems our former president
was excited about the impend
ing explosion in technology. He
proposed a required computer
science course to stand alongside
English composition and public
speaking. Though this vision
hasn't been realized, it could
happen in the future. Will iPads
replace chalkboards one day7

Hotel Hopes

Porter suggested that the Hoyt
Conference Center develop
a Hotel Management major,
along with the Department of
Horne Economics. The Universi
ty now has a Hotel and Restau
rant Management (HARM) pro
gram, but home economics no
longer exists. Hoyt Hall never
hosted a center for home eco
nomics or the HARM program.
Today, it serves as a residence
hall and conference center.
Business Matters

Porter wanted to see a $5 mil
lion remodeling ofBoone Hall
as a facility to house the College
ofBusiness. Though the hall
was remodeled in 1999, it never
contained a business school.
Instead, the College ofBusiness
opened off-campus in 1990.
It has since been named one
of theBestBusiness Schools
by the Princeton Review eight
consecutive times.
Does Not Compute

Anticipating a great need for
computers, Porter suggested a
S 1 million remodeling ofBriggs
Hall to house a University Com
puting Center. WhileBriggs, a
gymnasium at the time, was
eventually redeveloped as
classroom space for the De
partment of Mathematics and
the Art Department, it never
housed a computer center.
Today, students can find com
puter labs all over campus, in
cluding spots like Halle Library
and the Student Center. l!I
-Leah Shutes, with
Jeff Samoray and Jeff Mortimer
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Rel uctant
Leader
Tavelyn James was
comfortable as the
women's basketball
team's leading scorer. But
being its leader? That
took a bit more time.
or once, Tavelyn James
didn't feel like running.
James, a senior guard, is the
fastest player on the Eastern
Michigan women's basketball
team. Even coasting she could
fi nish the 3-mile conditioning
run ahead of her teammates
and under the team's target
time of 24 minutes.
But not all of the pl ayers
were so successful on one
lazy July day; a half dozen
or so didn't make the cutoff,
and this did not sit well with
EMU coach AnnMarie Gilbert.
James, a co-captain, got an
earful about it.
Two days later the team ran
again . This time James logged
a personal-best 2 1: 1 9, and
everyone else made the team
goal.
"That's when I realized when
you work hard and you pull the
team, they follow," she said.
James is one of the most
dominant basketball players
ever to step onto the court
for EMU. On December 1 1 she
broke former EMU guard Laurie
Byrd's career scoring record in a
38-point performance against
the University of Michigan. I n
F
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October, she became the first
Mid-American Conference
women's basketball player to
represent the United States in
the Pan-American Garnes. The
senior from Detroit (Mumford

High School by way of
Mackenzie, which closed after
her junior year) is averaging
22.4 points a game.
But she's only recently come
to understand the difference

between being a leading scorer
and being a leader.
"I've actually grown a lot
as a person (since I've been at
Eastern). more than as a player;'
James said. "Basketball for me is

Photographs by Randal Mascharka

just something I was born to do.
I don't think basketball is hard
for me, but when it comes to
being a better person, (Gilbert)
has to coach me on that."
After graduating six seniors
from a team that played into
the third round of the Women's
Post-season NIT, these young
Eagles have-much to just
about everyone's surprise
already beaten Michigan and
taken Michigan State into
overtime. They have talent and
grit. What they needed from
James is something she's never
had to give before.
"She'll be the first to tell
you, 'I didn't want to be the
example,"' Gilbert said. "It was
kind of like, 'I'm giving you 20
points a game, what more do
you want7'But leadership is so
much more than just points.
When you're a leader, you're
going to have to sacrifice."

G

Tavelyn James is the first
player from a Mid-American
Conference school to earn
a spot on a USA basketball
team roster.

ilbert was asking for those
little off-court things
setting aside social plans to
host a recruit, pushing hard in
the off-season when it seems
like no one is looking. Then one
day last August-a few weeks
after that conditioning run
the coach walked into her office
and found a note on her desk.
It was from James, and it said, "/
thin k I'm ready. I think you know
what I'm talking about:'
"I just felt like I knew this
team would follow me;'
James said. "/ realized
everything I do, they're
watching, and I came to
the conclusion that it was
my time, and I was ready.
I was ready for the pressure
and everything else:'
Not long afterward, USA
Basketball called and James

spent two weeks representing
the U.S. in Guadalajara, Mexico
- a well-timed bit of positive
reinforcement. The USA coaches
played James-a 5-foot-7 off
guard in EMU's lineup-at point
guard. She started every game.
James is working on a
degree in health administration,
a choice driven by her family's
struggles to get help for her
older sister Tawana Edwards,
who was diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis at 25. But
she also has a real shot at a
professional basketball career.
"It feels like this is a dream;'
she says. "I would never ever
have thought that me being
the size I am and coming from
where I came from, I might
have the opportunity to play
professionally:'
James picked up a
basketball for the first time
when she was nine years old.
She stood out right away,
Edwards says, even though at
first she was playing with boys.
The game was so much fun
when she was younger, James
says. Only when she got to EMU
did she find out it could also be
so much work.
Long practices, intense
workouts. This obligation to
help teammates rise to the
challenge. At fi rst, she didn't
really understand what Gilbert
was asking of her. Now she
gets it.
"Tavelyn has come a long
way since her freshman year,"
Gilbert said. "She wasn't coming
from a program where she had
to learn to be part of a system.
She had to learn how to be
part of something larger than
herself:' I!
-Amy Whitesall
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International
View

Opportunities abound
for international
students at Eastern

T

he same pioneering spirit
that brought millions
of immigrants to Ellis Island
over a century ago is bringing
thousands of international
students to Eastern Michigan
University today, contributing
to the campus's rich cultural
diversity.
Ellis Island is a former im
migration processing station in
New York Harbor that celebrates
its 1 2 0th anniversary this year,
and while Eastern's Office of
International Studies (015) is
not nearly that old, it also offers
many students their first glimpse
of America.
"Over 1 ,000 students from 87
countries are studying at Eastern
this semester; some are seeing
America for the first time," says
Esther Gunel, director of the
Office of International Students.
Like Ellis Island, Eastern
represents a chance for
international students to
broaden their cultural horizons
and reap opportunities not
available in their homelands,
among other benefits. Unlike
Ellis Island, the 015 provides
ongoing support for everything
from processing immigration
documents to personal issues.
OIS central point of contact

"We hold their hands, but
not too tightly;' says Gunel,
adding that the office serves
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Odai Khasawneh

as a central point of contact
for needs big and small-even
health concerns.
Odai Khasawneh, 27, a
graduate student from Jordan,
still chuckles when he recalls
the health mystery the 015
helped him solve when he first
came here in 2 009. "I couldn't
figure out why I kept getting
these bumps on my arm that
itched. The 015 coordinated a
visit with the campus health
clinic and the nurse told me the
bumps were mosquito bites,
something we don't get in
Jordan," he said.
More importantly, the
015-and Eastern-are serving
as a gateway to opportunity,
said Khasawneh. "Here,
professors treat students more
like peers; there is more of
an equal exchange of ideas;'
he says, adding that Jordan
also provides opportunities
for graduate education, but a
degree from the U.S.A. brings
additional opportunities for
advancement throughout the
Arab peninsula-and the world.
Khasawneh admitted that
he was hesitant to enroll in an
American university at first. "I
thought I would be hated as
an Arab," says the soft-spoken

Jordanian.But he was willing
to give it a chance spurred
by what he saw as "endless
opportunities," including
scholarships and honor
certifications not available in his
homeland.
When he arrived in 2009,
he was pleasantly surprised
by the warm welcome and by
the extent to which diversity
thrived on campus. "In Jordan,
diversity meant someone from
Saudi Arabia visiting us. At
Eastern, diversity means over
1,000 international students
from 87 countries that range
from Albania to Zimbabwe. Now
that's diversity!"
Doorway to advancement

For OmarBinalshaikh, 2 1 , of
Yemen, Eastern also represents a
doorway to career advancement
back home. "Graduates from
American universities tend
to have better positions and
higher salaries," says the junior
finance major who plans to
graduate a year from now.

It is a sentiment that many
early immigrants could have
identified with, says Elizabeth
Oravetz, public relations
coordinator for the Statue of
Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation,
adding t h at Ellis Island was
often referred to as "the
golden door." The Foundation
is a non-profit organization
created in 1 982 to raise funds
for and oversee historic
restorations of the beloved
American icon.
"The immigration process
was hardly a romantic
experience, but for those
allowed to enter America, Ellis
Island was referred to as 'The
Island of Hope,"' addsBarry
Moreno, historian at the Ellis
Island Immigration Museum.
Khasawneh can relate to
that. "My hope for a brighter
future is unfolding. A year from
now I hope to get my PhD in
information technology. Eastern
and the 015 are helping to make
that possible:' l!
-Linda Hass

Factoid

Students come from all over the world to
attend EMU. Here are the top 10 countries:
India
China
Saudi Arabia
South Korea
Canada
Japan
Taiwan
Netherlands and N igeria
Germany, Thailand, Yemen

285
204
1 42

67
53

26
14
9

8

Source: Eastern Michigan University Office ofInternational Students.

Reclaimed Modern

Students recycle building materials
into fob furniture

W

hen Ann Arbor's Ecology
Center outgrew its offices
last winter, it looked to EMU
faculty and students for ways to
create a new work environment
using sustainable materials.
While the non profit
environmental research and

advocacy organization
planned its move to the
Handicraft Building in
downtown Ann Arbor, project
architect Wayne Appleyard
of Sunstructures Architecture
contacted John DeHoog, a
furniture design instructor in

EMU's Art Department.
"Wayne and I previously
worked together on some
projects;· DeHoog says. "When
he mentioned the Ecology
Center job, we thought it would
be great to get Eastern students
involved in the furniture design:'
DeHoog presented the
project to his Introduction to
Furniture Design class during
the winter 20 1 0 semester.
Appleyard and center staff
shared details about workspace
needs with the students, who
created several small-scale
workstation models. The designs
called for using reclaimed
materials to help the center
apply for LEED Gold status.
"Our goal was to create
workstations using as much
recycled material as possible;'
DeHoog says.
While gutting the Handicraft
Building, crews saved the excess
lumber and metal from sprinkler
piping for the new workstations.
The students created 10, two-

sided wooden tables supported
by metal legs. A frosted-glass
screen gives workers privacy
and soft light. An adjacent
bulletin board provides space
for memos. A small gap between
the smoothly finished tabletop
and glass leaves room for
computer cords.
In addition to the
workstations, the students
created an entry desk and
screen as well as a conference
table, bench and other details
to unify the office space. The
class also used environmentally
friendly and non-toxic glues,
paints and topcoats. The
furniture installation was
completed last June.
"The students dealt with
the challenges of a real-world
project, complete with deadlines,
budgets and client needs;· says
DeHoog, who hopes to develop
future collaborative projects for
his design students. l!I
-Leah Shutes,
with Jeff Samoray
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Up on the Roof

Vegetation takes root atop the new
Science Complex
E

astern is testing its green

ing efficiencies may help the

complex earn LEED certifica

building's west side:·

While there are no classes

designed specifically for the

garden into their lessons. Others

benefits. Because the plants

Mich igan's c l i mate throughout

cies are growing o n the build

vides better storm water runoff

peat/soil mix.

acts as an insulator, helping the
building stay cool in the sum-
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The g reen roof and other build

roof, but it can be viewed from

and s u stainabi l ity manager,

absorb water, the garden pro-

12

above the t h i rd floor on the

Aside from the visual aspect,

Complex. At least 16 plant spe

Why a rooftop garden?

$3,600 per year in energy costs.

g reen roof, Moore says some

g reen roofs offer a number of

ing's west side from a special

the public is not allowed on the

tion.

t h u m b on the roof of the

newly constructed Science

mer and warm in the winter. As

a result, EMU will save about

management. The garden also

Steven Moore, EMU's energy

says the plants can withsta nd

the year and require only occasional care.

"The g rounds department

will tend to the plants;· Moore
says. "Due to safety concerns,

professors have integrated the

are seeking to include the gar
den in future curriculums. I!

-Leah Shutes

Getting
the Last
Laugh
Cartoonist serious
about pursuing his
passion for humor

W

hen Caleb Zweifler won
his first cartooning award
at the Eastern Echo, it came
with sincere praise and a some
what tongue-in-cheek warning
from none other than nation
ally syndicated cartoonist a n d
Eastern Michigan alum Dave
(overly (B587).
(overly concluded his
remarks about a technique
Zweifler had used with: "It's a
downright brilliant touch from
someone who will obviously
be doing this sort of thing for a
living someday, if he unwisely
decides to pursue a career that
offers so little pay for so much
work ... Not that I'm bitter."
And with that, Zweifler was
hooked.
"I know in (Coverly's) career
there were people who said, 'If
this is what you want to do, you
should do it.' and that's kind of
what he's been for me;' Zweifler
said. "... I'm really self-critical,
and not very receptive of com
pliments, but when someone
I look up to gives me serious
consideration, that's really vali
dating."
Zweifler, 22, graduated from
EMU in 201 1 with a fine art

degree but after three years of
drawing cartoons for the Echo,
he knew he wasn't cut out for
the fine art world. He enjoys the
pace of ca rtooning, the oppor
tun ity to produce a lot of work
in a short ti me and distribute it
right away.
His work won state and in
ternal awards at the Echo, and
in early 201 1 one of them-a
close-up look at the forced sep
aration of a unibrow-earned
honorable mention in the Asso
ciated College Press's Pacesetter
Awards, a national competi
tion that EMU student media

director Kevin Devine calls the
Pulitzer of college cartoon ing.
Zweifler continues to draw and
enter contests, refining his style
while he works a day job at a
local cafe.
Zwiefler's humor springs
from an inquisitive mind and a
keen sense of humor. He loves
documentaries, is fascinated by
philosophy and says he could
watch stand-up comedy all day.
" ... Especially if it has a po
litical bent," he said. "I think I
wanted to kind of follow in that
vein with my humor-some
thing that has a satirical mes-

sage and makes you laugh:'
Drawing always felt natural,
and though he came to EMU
with thoughts of going into
animation or 3-D graphics, his
interests and skills kept nudg
ing him toward cartooning until
there was just no going back.
"... I think the most you can
hope for is that someone reads
your comic and has to chuckle.
Laughter is a definitely a very
scarce resource these days, so to
be so pleased by something that
you can't hold it in, I think that's
a pretty powerful thing:· 1:1
-Amy Whitesall
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A Conversation with Kevin Devine
by Catherine Kavanaugh

p,., , ·":w

East ern Ec ho
. EM U

The day Kevin Devine began his
job as director of student media,
the biggest news event of modem
times was unfolding. It was Sept.
1 1, 2001 . Devine and the Eastern

200-1 Co«ea.. .\'tcnpapa ( ,must

Echo staff spent a busy, nerve

House Ad

racking day covering local angles

Eastern Echo

rangingfrom the American Red
Cross blood drive to public safety

f/fr,,1.t t1., ,o ,1

issues to the groundedflights at

l � r :'">!tlw ,:,J

l.t ' ""'°"' I 1,,,

Detroit Metro Airport. His job
has kept him on the run ever since.
The Echo has garnered numerous
awards along the way, and this
year is no different. Cartoonist
Caleb Zweifer won a Pacemaker
Award-the Pulitzer Prize of
college journalism (see p. 1 3).

f•

r..

I

,., /I, (if.

�

E \�TERN MllfH GA1' UNIV
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Also, editor-in-chief Katrease
Stafford tookfirst place in
investigative reporting in the
Michigan Collegiate Press
Association contest while the
opinion writers topped their
category and the cartoonists swept
first, second and third places in the
same competition.

Eastern: The staff is carrying on a long tradition of bringing back top state and national

awards. What is it about this group?
Devine: The cartoonists aren't just funny-they are consistently funny. Cartoon editor
Brandon Neel has been at the Echo six years, and he's really built the section into something
special. He started as a freshman and now he's a grad student who will be leaving to begin

14
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Photograph by Randal Mascharka

Devine: We come out on Mondays and Thursdays now. That
a PhD in biology. He grew the section from his cartoon and
reflects the times. We've had a website since 1 996. The web is
one other into as many as 1 5. No other college paper in the
state-maybe the country-has that many original cartoons.
an integrated part of what we do. Content is added all day and
There's no Garfield or Dilbert. It's all original and sometimes
all night long, and it's done remotely. The staff can put up a
score and a photo right away, then write a full story. Like most
really quirky, idiosyncratic, strange, far out, and challenging.
It's a good section and really well read.
papers it's web first and print later.
The great thing about our staff is diverse demographic . The
Eastern: The Echo has made a few headlines itself. A few months
editor-in-chief plays violin. The opinions editor is a master's
degree student and former Marine who worked on a number
ago, it was an old 2009 headline, "Republicans turned off by the
size of Obama's package." W hy is that?
of political campaigns. The life section
editor has a certificate in culinary arts from
"(;cmm11111ity
Devine: It keeps recurring. Somebody posts
Le Cordon Bleu . An international student
jounwlism 111111 11,c
it on Facebook and it's back on CN or
from Saudi Arabia shoots sports and has
s,,wl/er ncwsp1111crs
Huffington Post. Every 6-8 months it makes
turned in some phenomenal photos. And
still lwvc tl,cir
another blitz because so many n ews sites are
so on. They bring different world views,
l1rcml ll11tl butter of
just aggregating. It was a serious article by
skills and talents other than they worked
a non-traditional student; he wTote it as an
on their high school paper.
l1igl1 .�dwol sports,
opinion column and the puns throughout i t
ol,its, loc.·t1l l111si11ess,
were even more audacious. It's all one b i g pun
Eastern: ls it hard to encourage students
scl,oo/ ucws 111111 city
and some were really offended or found it
to purse careers in a business where
w1111cil. 'Jlwt 's still
hilarious. It was well researched. The staff had
newspapers are folding and layoffs seem
imporlt111t mul ,wt
argued about the story and decided to go with
never-ending?
fc11111,l 011 Google
it. You put in your due diligence and you live
Devine: Community journalism and the
with the consequences.
news or CNN. "
mailer newspapers still have their bread
Eastern: W hat was the consequence for the
and butter of high school sports, obits,
cartoon with the couple wearing white hoods romanticizing
local business, school news and city council. That's still
about the tree where they met as a noose hung from a branch?
important and not found on Google news or CNN. There's
I know the cartoonist was pointing out the hypocrisy of hate
still a market for journalists.
fi lled people.
W hen our tudents complain they'll never find a job, I tell
them to go to j ournalismjobs.com and they see some that
Devine: The editor wrote a clarification along the lines that
are entry level or for a circulation manger in a small town
he understood people were offended and that wasn't the
in the Thumb. Jobs are out there. I tell them to l ook at j ob
intention at all. People have the right to express opinions and
descriptions and ee what employers want-someone who
knows page design, Photo hop, how to write on deadline and
any reader who disagree can feel free to eA'Press their . Yes, it
edit video. We have Flip video cameras and students use their
was horrible imagery and not a tasteful topic for humor but
at the same time the Echo tands by free expression of ideas.
own equipment to shoot interviews, press conferences, photo
They had the right to run it. It was the cartoonist's opinion
e says, mu ic promos. It's great training. I encourage them to
and you don't have to apologize for an opinion. The creator
learn to do a much as they can.
agreed it was i n bad taste and there was no news context. The
KKK wasn't in the news. There was nothing to hang it on, so to
Eastern: A lot of alumni remember the Echo coming out in
speak, nothing germane. It was just out there. It sparked a lot
print on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. How have things
of great dialogue. I!
changed?
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A Humanitarian
by Jeff Mortimer

Amanda Van Dort finds her calling in Sri Lanka

A

t first glance, it's hard to figure. How did an Eastern alumna with a degree in
exercise science become, at age 23, the top executive of a nonprofit foundation in
Sri Lanka that has nothing to do with exercise?

"I've always had a strong interest in people and social issues," says Amanda Van Dort (BS lO).

"My mother's mom1 who passed away in October, was a political activist who once had her
house burned down. Both my mom's side and dad's side have a lot of activists1 which I'm
extremely proud of."
So bloodlines are part of the answer1 and not j ust that gene for activism. Both her
parents are natives of Sri
Lanka1 the island nation off the
southern coast of lndia where
she is the country director of
Emerge Lanka Foundation,
an organization that teaches
business and life skills through
jewelry-making to young women
ages 1 0- 1 8 who have been
removed from their homes due to
abuse. Equipping them with an
Photographs by Ravi Bandarana1ke

Each girl In the Emerge Lanka Foundation works through a self-paced
curriculum designed to teach jewelry making and business skills. The girls
develop financial skills and are guided through the process of designing their
own business.
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income and marketable skills nurtures their independence
and self-esteem, helping them to escape the cycle of poverty
and shame.
Van Dort's mom and dad met while doing graduate work
at the University of Michigan, and stayed in the area to marry,
raise a family and pursue their careers. The service-oriented
energy of the middle of their three daughters was already
evident at Ann Arbor Pioneer High School, where Amanda was
captain of both the cheerleading and soccer teams, a member
of the student council and a percussionist in the band.
"The leadership positions that I had in high school carried
over into college and carried over into my job now," she
says. "Eastern's great because it allows you to be a leader. I
was given so many opportunities, one after another, by my
professors."

H

er intelligence, passion, youth and track record
fit nicely with the needs of Emerge Global,
Emerge Lanka Foundation's parent organization
in the U.S., which is busy establishing
beachheads in other countries even as the number of young
women it serves in Sri Lanka is growing.
"Emerge is an organization that has been built largely
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Van Oort's wor k w i t h yo u t h started before arriving in Sri Lanka, when
she served as c oo rdinator of Project Healthy Schools at the University
Preparatory Academy in Detroit.

by young people for you ng people," says Alia Whitney
Johnson, its executive d i rector, who founded it in 2005 while
still a studen t h erself a t MIT. Not only that, but "all of our
country directo rs to date have come from varied educational
backgrounds, none of which seemed like a 'traditional' fit on
paper/' she add s.
" We have no t evaluated leadership potential through
degrees because we don't expect people to have all the
answers whe n t hey en ter the job," W hitney-Johnson ays.
"Rather we want them to be great and enthusiastic learner
who are willi ng to push them elves in new ways and
embrace cha lle nges w i t h drive and creativity. Amanda
had a great rapport w i t h staff in her interviews and
demonstrate d a con fi d e nce that I knew would go far in Sri
Lanka."
W hile Van Dort's du tie include those familiar to any
manager-supervising taff, finance and programming,
and serving as a liaison to the "parent company"-her vision
transcends them, both i n terms of the organization in particular

t

and her activism in general, which she regards as her true field .
"I don't want to leave without feeling confident that the
Emerge Lanka Foundation is going to be economically
sustainable locally," she says, and that will only happen when
"Sri Lankans have an awareness and feel more responsibility
toward solving this issue."
That's why she spends so many of her working hours away
from her desk.
"I don't want to be a manager sitting at a computer eight
hours a day," she says. "l want to meet new people every
day, anywhere people will listen. I'm constantly building
relationships; that's the part of my job that is most enjoyable to
me and that I'm pretty good at. Not everybody can give money,
but if l tell five people at dinner, and they tell two other people,
that's how we become socially aware. That's the biggest thing."

V

i

n Dort keeps her own awareness alive with regular
visits to the young women served by the program.
Most of them have borne children after being
aped, usually by a family member or someone else
they should have been able to trust, and they're in protective
custody because they've been brave enough to press charges
against their attackers.
"It takes enormous courage to be publicly shamed and
disowned by your family for someone else's crime," she says.
"Their stories themselves are enough for me to work day and
night. They remind me why I'm doing what I'm doing. It's not a
task that I take lightl/'
And she takes her thoughts about the task well outside the
proverbial box.
"W hen l go to sleep at night, I think about how many girls
are being violated tonight, how many girls are wondering if
their uncle is going to come in," Van Dort says. "At the end of
the day, anyone working for a cause has to look at how that
trauma occurred initially and what we can do to keep that from
happening again.
"I don't want to take away anything from the Emerge
program, it's an amazing program, any program that tries to
help people i noble, but at the same time, if you're really an
activist and looking logically and analytically at a problem, how
do we reduce the e incidents from happening?"
Locally, that's where spreading awareness comes into play,
the kind of awareness that could eventually change cultural
norms that put victims in custody while perpetrators go free.
lt' also a matter of awarene s globally; in Van Dart's view, its
absence is often self-inflicted .
"I get frustrated with people who throw up their hands and
say the world is this or that and there's nothing we can do," she
says. "We can do anything that we put our mind to. One big

thing I really see lacking in America is young people taking the
time to understand politics. Public policy is what shapes how
we live. How do you want to Live? The only way you can live in
society and contribute to society is to know what's going on in
society:'
Although her degree it elf isn't specifically relevant to
her job, Van Dort has no doubt that her overall educational
experience at Eastern was invaluable.
"My professors knew me so well that they were able to take
my strengths and build off those strengtl1s and shape me into a
confident professional," she says. "They said you're good at this,
you're good at that, try this, try that, be on this committee, do
this research, present at this symposium. l would never have
done any of those things. I would have gone to class and gone
home if it weren't for my professors."
One of the things she did, as a freshman, was found the
Exercise Science Organization, a club for students in her major.
"We had two members when we started and almost 1 50 by
the time I graduated," she says. "You'd be surprised how little
effort it takes to get people together if you have the right person
and the right approach. That's been one of my skills: getting
people organized and motivated and working together toward
a common goal."
Her first meeting with Assistant Professor Shel Levine,
coordinator of Eastern's Exercise Science Program, set the
tone.
"When I got up to leave, he sa.id, 'You know, there's
something different about you. W hat do you want to do here?'
I said, "Ihe most that I can,' " Van Dort recalls. "] told my
roommate, 'The head of the department thinks I can be a really
great student. He talked to me for 20 minutes. He didn't even
answer his phone: She was like, 'W hat are you going to do?' I
said, Tm going to go for it. lf he thinks I can do it, I'm going to
do it.' 1 believed in myself because my professors believed in
me."
ow she believes in her own youtllful charges. "In the long
term, change isn't going to come from me or Emerge Global or
any other foreign body," she says. " It's going to come from the
girls when they leave here."
And what does Van Dort have in mind for herself when she
leaves there?
"I hope to pursue graduate studies in the next few years,"
she says. 'Tm interested in International Relations, specifically
Humanitarian Law. Ideally, I would like to work as an
international diplomat, or even ambassador. But as long as I'm
directly working with social issues and making a difference, I'll
be satisfied." Ill
Visit emergeglobal.orgfor niore i11fom1ation about the organization.
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And the Awards, T
Seven distinguished Eastern Michigan University alumni will be recognized at the
51st Annual Alumni Awards Dinner in May. The honorees are:
Who: Beth Doane (BS04)

Who: Jeffrey Kleinsmith ( BS86 )

Award: Outstanding Young Alumna
Claim to fame: Doane founded Andira International as a fashion

Award: Alumnus Achievement
Claim to fame: Kleinsmith has worked for the Secret Service for more

import and distribution company
in 2005 when she was 22 years old.
Her vision was to bring exclusive
em-friendly European brands to
the U.S. The company is now a fullervice consulting agency, offering
consulting, design, distribution and
marketing. The creation of her ap
parel line, Rain Tees, in 2008, com
bined her passion for fashion with
her commitment to make a differ
Beth Doane (B504)
ence. Rain Tees is the first and only
brand to feature children's artwork on apparel and create refores
tation programs for their local communities while providing them
with thousands of school supplies so they can attend school.
Notable: Doan also writes for Coco Eco, a California-based eco
conscious magazine, and has authored a children's book on the
environment, From the Jungle.
Current home: Los Angeles, Calif

than 20 years. In early 1998, because of his outstanding service, Jeff
was promoted to the rank of sergeant and assigned to the White
House Branch. For the next five years, he
supervised officers within various pro
tective sectors of the White House. Dur
ing his career, he has ensured the pro
tection of four U.S. presidents, the first
family and White Hou e staff. He ha
also received numerous Letters of Com
mendation as an officer. He provided
lifesaving first aid to a diplomat who was
sb·uck and dragged by a vehicle, assisted Jeffrey Kleinsmith (BS86)
with the extraction of two victims from
an overturned vehicle partially submerged in icy waters, and located
and apprehended multiple armed robbery suspects.
Notable: Klein 1nith has competed in three International Law En
forcement Olympics, winning four gold, six silver and four bronze
medals in swimming events.
(urrenthome:Washington, D.C.

Who:James Satterfield, Jr. (EDD03)

Who: Carol Mull ( BA74, MS98)

A ward: Outstanding Young Alumnus
Claim to fame: Satterfield is an assistant professor and coordi

Award: Alumna Achievement
Claim to fame: Carol has distinguished herself as a scholar in African

nator of the Ph.D. program in Higher Education at Clemson
University in Clemson, S.C. He is one of the founders of a spe
cial interest group to study athletics and academics through
the American Educational Research Association, the primary
education research organizati on in
this country. His research has made
a significant contribution to the
beginning of a dialogue between
the research community and the
NCAA.
Notable: Satterfield is the founder and
co-editor of the Journalfor the Study
ofSports and Athletes in Education.
James Satterfield, Jr. (EDD03) Current home: Greenville, S.C.

American and Undergrow1d Railroad history; having researched and
published several works on these subjects. She authored the ground
breaking book The Underground Railroad in Michigan, published in
20 1 0. It was the first comprehen ive work on the subject of anti lavcry
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EVENT INFORMATION
Saturday, May 12, 2012
Ann Arbor Marriott Ypsilanti at Eagle Crest
Ticket Prices: $55 per person; $400 per table of eight
$15 for children 12 and under
Cocktail Reception (cash bar): 5 p.m.
Dinner and Awards: 6 p.m .
Call the EMU Office for Alumni Relations weekdays at
734.487.0250 for more information or to make reservations.

is Year, Go to . . .
and Underground Railroad history in
Michigan. Numerous book signings and
speaking engagements resulted from
its publication. CmTently, Mull is con
tributing a chapter to A Fluid Frontier:
Slavery, Freedom and the Underground
Railroad in the Detroit River Borderland,
scheduled for publication in 2013.
Notable: Mull is chair of the Michigan
Freedom Trail Commission, is a schol- Carol Mull (BA74, MS98)
ar in residence at Washtenaw County's
African American Cultmal and Historical Museum and provides
advisory services to the Charles H. Wright Museum of African
American History in Detroit.
Current home: Ann Arbor
Who: Rob Powers (BS88)
Award: Alumnus Achievement
(/aim to fame: Power is the lead sports anchor for WA.B C -TV

in New York Cit y, reporting sports news for the 6 p.m. and 1 1
p.m. weekday newscasts. WA.B C, the ABC-owned television
station in New York, is the most watched station in the na
tion's largest media market and attracts a larger audience than
any other television station in the
nation. He joined WABC 's Eye
witness ews team as weekend
sports anchor in 2009 and took on
his current role in January 20 1 1 .
He covers sports news for New
York and New Jersey professional
sports team , as well as national
and local sports news. Before
coming to New York, Powers was
Rob Powers (BS88)
the longtime sports director at
ABC-owned WTVG-TV in Toledo, Ohio.
Notable: Powers v.ras also a sports anchor/reporter at TV stations
in Binghamton, N.Y., and Indianapolis.
Current home: New York City
Who: Mark Sadzikowski (BS74)
A ward: Distinguished Alumnus
(/aim to fame: Dr. Sadzikowsk.i has been an emergency physi

cian since 1 996 and currently practices at Beaumont Hospital
in Grosse Pointe. Dr. Sadzikowski has practiced medicine on

all seven continents and has been on more than a dozen medical
m issions around the world, providing medical care to people in
Nepal, Bosnia, Honduras, the Philippines and Africa.. It is not
unusual for him to work 10 to 1 2
hours a day and perform at least
200 surgeries on these missions. Dr.
Sadzikowsk.i was honored with an
Outstanding Doctor Award from
Beaumont Health System in 20 1 1 .
Notable: Dr. Sadzikowski spent
almost a year at the U.S. Palmer
Station(National Science Founda
tion) on Antarctica, providing 24/7
mec:Lcal/ surgical care to scientists Mark Sadzikowski (BS74)
and workers. While there, he had many duties, including being
the doctor, dentist, storekeeper and cook's assistant.
Current home: St. Clair Shores

Who: Dan Arbour (MBA77)
Award: Dr. John W. Porter Distinguished Service
Claim to fame: Arbour, the chief executive officer ofApogee LLC,

has more than 30 yea.rs' experience in higher education and
online information products and services. Prior to his current
position, he was CEO of NA Publishing from 2005 to 20 1 1 . He
has a long history of volunteer service at EMU and has been
involved with the EMU Foundation for more than 1 0 years. He
served as a trustee, vice chair, chairman and chairman emeritus.
Arbour's term as chairman ended
in June 2009 with an exceptional
fundraising year and with contri
butions totaling $6.8 million. The
public launch of the Invest Inspire
Campaign took place the follow
ing spring. According to Maureen
Thomas, who followed him as
Foundation chair in 2009, Arbour's
steady leadership during the silent
Dan Arbour (MBA77)
phase of the campaign is a major
part of tl1e reason the campaign will conclude ahead of schedule
and exceed the $50 million goal.
Notable: Arbour has worked witl1 major publishers such as Dow
Jones, McGraw Hill and Time, Inc.
Current home: Ann Arbor I!
-Dan Artman
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Unmas

•

g Diane

An interview with one ofEastern's most enigmatic alumna

For almost thirty years, a life-sized s tatue of "Diane"
stood watch over a co urtyard 11ext to EMU's Ford Hall.
'Di e bronzefigure of a n ude, created by Darryl Miller
(MFA83), was dressed in everyth ing.from h a ts and scarves
to underwear and sunglasses, and was twice "kidnapped,"
su.fferi11g da mage each time. In spite of these indign ities,
"Diane" has become one of t11e m ost p opular pieces in tir e
University 's art collection. TI1 e statue, now u ndergoing
restoration, will soon have a permanent home next to the
n ewly renovated Ford Hall.
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After Eastern pu blished a photo of the scu lpture, we
received an ema il.from a woman claim ing to be the m odel.
Although many assume th at the s tatue honors Diana, the
Roman goddess of the h u n t, it is actually titled "Diane, "fo r
the m odel who posed i11 1 98 1 . Diane agreed to help us set
tir e record s traight:
Q, W hat made you come forward a fter all these years?

My son Andrew-a graduate of EMU, by the way
forwarded your summer issue to me a few month ago. In the

article, the statue's name was given as "Dia na," not "Diane." I
sent an email correcting this and one thing led to another.
Q; How did you get i nto modeling?

I became a model because everyone told me I should. In
1 975, I was tall, thin, and not bad looking. I went to modeling
school in Southfield and don't recommend it to anybody. It
was a total waste of money and I didn't get one job out of it.
If you have the stuff, move to New York, which I should have
done. Around 1 980, I had a boyfriend who pushed me into
modeling. It was a Bo Derek/Svengali type of thing.
I still remember driving to my fi rst session. I ran a red
l ight and was almost broad-sided by another car. l arrived
ten minutes late to a life drawing class in some old draft y
building a t EMU. I cha nged into a Japanese robe and slippers
I had j ust bought, went back into the room, and then stood
there naked and posing like a dope. I had no clue what to
do. The students didn't fi nd this u nusual, but young men in
the hallway kept looking through the window and jeering. I
was terrified, sure I'd be fi red, and I was only making $7.00
an hour. It was the longest hour and a half of my life. But the
professor said I did a good job and asked me to come back
the next week wearing something colorful for a watercolor
class. I got to wear clothes for that o ne, but they paid me less.
It got easier with experience.
Q: What other modeling did you do?

For a while, I worked as a medical model for physicians in
traini ng. For that job, I lay on a table in a green stri ng bik i ni
and got poked and touched all day long. I made something
outrageous, like $300 a day, for lying on my back . One
time, I got paid $80 to have students put a fake cast on my
arm. I was also one of those annoying models pushing
men's cologne samples at swanky department stores like
Jacobson's, Lord and Taylor's and Hudson's. That was no fun.
But I also posed for sculptures, drawings and paintings,
and for artsy photograph . Du ring my almost two-year nude
modeling career, I worked at EMU, Washtenaw Commu nity
C ollege, and U-M for artists includingJon Lockard (who
taught me a lot), Chris Lauckner, Tim Wade, Norma
Penchansky, Ron Mathis, ick Pappas, Darryl M iller and
a host of others. The 1981 Ann Arbor Street Art Fair was
surreal: I literally saw my face and rear plastered everywhere.
Q; What was it l ike posing for "Diane"?

You have to love the smell of wet clay in the morning. I was
Photo on the opposite page of the real Diane with sculpter Darryl
Miller's famous statue superimposed in the background.

in demand as a model at EMU, and sculpture professor
Nick Pappas secured me for a couple of months. I remember
meeting Darryl M i l ler, the artist who created the statue, to
discuss his ideas for a full-body scu lpture. It was ver y cold
and just another gig at the time. We started in January or
February and finished in April, with me posing for two or
three hours, two or three times a week. I nitially I had no idea
the sculpture wou ld be bronzed and put on display. O nce
we were done, I took a trip to F lorida and pretty much forgot
about the whole thing.
Q; What do you remember about the famous first
kidnapping of"Diane "?

The fi rst time was in April 1985, a few weeks after my son
was born. I was reading the Ann A rbor News and came across
the article . Talk about flipping out! Apparently some people
really get carried away with sports. The kidnapping had to
do with a basketball coach's questionable performance. The
three-page ransom note, written from Diane's perspective,
stated that if coaching changes were not made the statue
would become 200 bronze ashtrays. "Diane" was later found
unharmed, and kidnapped again in 1994, I believe.
Q; Have you heard about the tradition of putting clothes
on the statue?

I've heard the k idnappers would dress her up in caps and
su nglasses and EMU students wrap her in scarves and
knitted hats during fall and winter to keep her warm. For me,
it's an eerie coi ncidence. I hate being cold, and am almost
never without my Detroit Tigers cap, hoodie, sunglasses, and
leopard scarf from November to April. Michigan, right]
Q; What are you up to now?

At 53 years old, I'm back in the Detroit area where I started
from. I take care of my elderly home-bound mother and
other family members five days a week. Weather and
time permitting, I enjoy studying large insects and their
behavioral patterns in southeast M ichiga n. And I spend
quality time with my fiance and three cats.
Q, Have you kept your connection to the
sculpture a secret?

Although I'm not e mbarras ed or ashamed in the least, yes,
I have. Only a handful of people know that I was the model
for "Dia ne ." I took a fi ne arts class in Ford Hall back in the
early '90s, and walked by that statue every week. I chuckled
to myself that no one had a clue that it's me. Now, I suspect,
a few more people will figure it out. But that's okay. Just don't
tell my mom! I!
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New Year Ushers in Era of
Mindful Spending
Savvy alumni learn to stretch dollars in tight economy
BY LINDA HAss

"'

teven Hill doesn't think of himself

'Do I really need this? said Hill, whose degree

as cheap. Hill (BS07), the former

in mechanical engineering technology has

captain of the EMU Men's Swimming

yielded an unexpected bonus : the ability to use

and D iving Team, has a successful

Excel spreadsheets as a personal budgeting tool.

career as site manager for a Canadian-based

"I always track my spending to make sure there's

tool supplier, has a comfortable apartment

more money coming in than going out/' he said.

in Ontario, and a good start on a savings
account.
Still, he is inclined to think twice before

But frugality has not prevented Hill, 27,
from donating to worthy causes) including
fundraisers for EMU's swimming and diving

spending hard-earned cash on a whim. Like

teams. "I want to make sure others enjoy

many Americans, the Ann Arbor native has

the same benefits I did," said Hill) whose

emerged from the recession wary about taking

green and white roots run deep and whose

anything for granted-including his salary.

parents -Dennis and Liz Hill of Ann Arbor

"Before buying anything, I always ask myself,
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received their master's degrees from Eastern.

Cost-conscious consu mers

For many Americans like Hill,
the New Year has ushered in an era
of mindful spending. About 5 l %
of respondents in a fall 20 1 1 Time
magazine financial values poll said
they will consider purchases carefully
over the next five years, 83% said the
economy has c aused them to be more
cost-conscious in the long run, and
85% said they spend more time looking
for deals and discounts before making
purch ases.
Tim Everett ( BS l 1 ), Washington,
D .C., can relate to the findings. " I always
look for sales," said Everett, a former
Presidential Scholar and current federal
employee.
He also has a head start on a
retirement account. . . at the tender age
of 23. "It's never too early to plan ahead,"
said Everett, who credits his parents
and EMU economics professors for his
financial foresight.
Valerie Alexander ( MA l O) , 29, a
Vandercook High School math teacher,
al o uses her math sk.ill to calculate
her family's personal savings. She and
husband Wil Alexander live in Jackson

Corporate Cost Savers

Want to chop $ 1 ,000 from your
corporate budget? If you own a sma ll
business, consider breaking it down to
manageable chunks: look for 1 0 ways
to save $ 1 00, or 20 ways to save $50.
Below are some suggestions:

• Sell u nused equipment on eBay; you'll
be surprised at what sells!

• Tu rn off computers on n ights and
weekends; each computer shut down
wil l reduce your electric bill by at least
$25 per year.

• Eastern's Mark Jefferson Science
Building is a beautiful exa mple of
energy-efficiency on a large scale.
The five-story green design and
construction project has a green roof,
radiant cool ing, and metal shades,
among other features.

• Negotiate with your long-distance
phone service provider for lower rates.
Most have customer loyalty rates.
• For each degree you dial your
corporate thermostat down, you will
save 3-5% on the heating bill.
• Email statements rather than u se the
post office.
and have three children. "The recent
recession and slow economic recovery
have inspired us to be extra cost
conscious;' she said.
To save money, the couple order
three month's worth of prescriptions at
a time to get the fourth month free and
they shop for large quantities at bulk

Personal Cost Savers
I

nterested in cutting costs and
i ncreasing your bank ba lance?
Consider some of the options below:

• Dial down your heat. This year,
Americans will pay about 1 5% more
i n heating bil ls-an extra $ 1 50 on
average-because of higher fuel
costs. For every degree that you set
back your residential thermostat,
you'll save about 2-3% on your
residential heating bill.
• Ta ke the brown bag chal lenge. If you
usually eat out, pack your lunch three
days a week i nstead. If you save $7 per
lunch three times a week and deposit

your savings in an interest earn ing
account, you'll make $ 1 ,050 per year
plus interest.

• I nstal l motion-detecting automatic
shutoffs on lig hts in rest rooms, break
rooms, and conference rooms.

• For more online corporate cost-saving
tips, see: http://www.entrepreneur.
com/article/7 1 3 1 8.
Sources: Consumer Reports, EMU
press releases, and on line cost-saving
resources.
discounts. Alexander also consigns the
family's used clothes at a local resale
shop, reaping extra dollars. Unsold
clothes are ultimately donated to charity.
"Saving and making money are
important, but so is contributing to
worthwhile causes," she said. "There's no
reason you can't do both." 11

used name brand merchandise for a
fraction of the cost.
• Master the 30-day rule: Wait 30 days
before making a purchase. You may
find the urge to buy has passed you by!

• Use the libra ry. Get a l i brary card
and gain access to best-sellers,
newspapers, magazi nes, CDs and
DVDs-al l for free!

• Request discounts on everything from
cable to trash service. Providers often
are will ing to cut prices in order to
keep customers.

• Entertai n at home. Almost every
activity at home is less expensive than
going out. Plan a potluck, play cards
or host a movie night with friends and
neighbors.

• Take advantage of online websites. For
more personal money-saving tips, see:
http://www.moneysavi ngti ps.org/

• Frequent resale shops. Many resale
and consignment shops offer gently

Sources: Energy Information
Administration, EMU alumni, National
Association ofResale & Thrift Shops, and
online "cost-saving" websites.
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Class Notes
1 960s
Marilyn Kelly (BA60) has been
awarded the Lifetime Achievement
Award by the Family Law Section
of the State bar of Michigan
and was also inducted into the
Michigan Women's Hall of Fame by
the Michigan Women's Historical
Society.
Brian Einhorn (BS63) has been
selected to appear in the 1 8"
edition of The Best Lawyers in
America for his work in legal
malpractice law.
Sally Labadie (BS63, MA70)
published her new book, "Wooster
the Rooster· through Halo
Publishing I nternational.
Karl Heise (BA64)
has retired after 35
years of service as a
professor of Spanish
language, literature
and culture and as a
study abroad coordinator at
Minnesota State University of
Mankato, Minn.
Jim Sargent (B564) has co
authored "The South Bend Blue
Sox� a history of the All-American
Girls Professional Baseball League,
published through McFarland Inc.
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Marie Hardy-Russ (BME67, MA74)
has retired after more than 30 years
as a music teacher at Ypsilanti
Public Schools.

Harold Lee (MA78)
has received a
Distinguished Alumni
Service Award from
Waldorf College of
Forest City, Iowa.

1 970s
Larry Olivares ( BA 73) has joined
E . Jay Olivares Law Offices based
in Norway.
Carla Sledge ( BME73, MA82) has
been nominated to the board of
d irectors for the Rose Hill Center
in Holly.
John Banaszak (8575) will be
the next head football coach
of Robert Morris U niversity in
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mary Koba ne (MA7S) has retired
after 39 years of teaching at
Riverside High School i n Dearborn
Heights and after 33 years as a
community col lege professor i n
Orange County, Calif.
Verla Powers (MA75) has had her
novel "Child of Desire" published
by Tate Publishing Company &
Enterprises.
Donald Mroz (MA78) is now
the provost of Post University in
Waterbury, Conn.

Mark Hoover (BBA79) has been
elected to serve as financial
standards chair-elect for the United
Way of Mexico Community Impact
Council based in Albuquerque, N.M.
Marshall Murphy (8579) is the new
pastor at Washington Heights United
Methodist Church in Battle Creek.

1 980s

Jesse Brown (BSBO) has received his
doctorate in naturopathy from the
Trinity School of Natural Health in
Warsaw, Ind.
Dan DeChristopher (BBA 8 1 ) has
been named CEO and managing
director of BMW Financial Services
based in New Delhi, India.
Valerie Gibson (BSN82) has been
selected to be a participant in the
Class XXXIII of the Leadership Detroit
program.
Bryan Roberts (BBA83) was
featured in the Homeland Security

issue of US Black Engineer &
I nformation Technology magazine
for his esteemed career as a brigadier
general in the U.S. Army.

Janet Koch (BS84) has had her
second mystery novel "Foul Play at
the PTA" published through Penguin
Group.

Dale Moore (BS88) is the new
principal of the Lapeer Ed-Tech
Center in the Lapeer County
Intermediate School District.

Rich Lepping
( BBE84) has
received the 201 1
Friend and
Advocate Awa rd
from the U n iversity
of Wisconsin Colleges of Wausau,
Wis.

1 990s

Tammy Steffen (BS84, MA91 )
is the new principal of Bobcean
Elementary School in the Flat Rock
Community School District.
Elmer liimatta (MASS) has
been selected by the UP State
Commanders of various Veteran
service organizations as the 201 1
UP Veteran of the Year.
Tom Bruursema ( BS86, MS92)
has been promoted by NSF
International to general manager
of NSF Sustainability.
Patty Braden ( BS87) is the new
director of the Romulus public
l ibrary.
Martha Farre l l (MA87) has been
named Teacher of the Year for
her work as a Title I teacher at
Wh itehouse Primary School in the
Anthony Wayne School District,
Ohio.
An nMarie Sanders (BS87) has
joined Century Bank and Trust
at their Coldwater office as a
commercial loan officer.
Rhonda Foxworth ( BBA88,
MBA02) is now vice president a n d
marketing department manager of
Bank of Ann Arbor.
Lynn Klammer (MS88) has
authored the sixth book, ·Gotta
Have God vol. 3� in her series for
preschoolers through Legacy Press.
Robin long (BSS8) is a teacher
at Amerman Elementary School
in the Northville Public School
District and has received the
Jim and Annette McConnell
Elementary History Teacher of the
Year award.

Leigh LaChine ( BS90) h a s been
elected to the board of directors
for the Friends of Rickwood Field,
America's oldest baseball park,
located i n Birmingham, Ala.
Lawrence D'Angelo (BS9 1 , MA96)
was voted by his colleagues as
Faculty Member of the Month at
Southern West Virginia Community
and Technical College.

Karen Lancendorfer
(BS9 1 ) has received a
Distinguished
Teaching Award for
her outstanding skill
as an associate
professor of marketing and
advertising at Western M ichigan
University.
Jim Musial (BS9 1 )
has been named the
vice president of
marketing for Nology
Digital, a digital
strategy company
located in Ann Arbor.

Brad O'Neill (BS91 ) is now the
assistant principal of Hillsdale Middle
School in the Northville Public School
District.
Brian Egen (BS92) has been
appointed by Governor Rick Snyder to
the Michigan Historical Commission.
Paul Gmelin (MA92) is the new
principal of Lakeland High School in
the Huron Valley School District of
White Lake.
Chris Brockman (MA95) has
had his first book "Growing Up in
Boom nmes" published through
AuthorHouse.

the ground. She was a mong more than
1 30 participants at this year's Skyline
Plunge! i n Chicago.
"I'm not afraid of heights, but I can
say, h anging off the side of a 28 story
building in a harness gives you a very
different perspective on heights;· says
Garrity.
The a nnual event is held by the
Respiratory Health Association of
Metropolitan Chicago (RHAMC). Each
ra peller is asked to have a sponsorship
of at least S 1 ,000, which goes to hel p
fight lung disease through research,
advocacy and education. This year,
the event raised more than $160,000
toward the cause.
"Going back to my days at EMU as
a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma, I've
always enjoyed philanthropy projects
and experiences;· she says
Garrity herself has raised more than
$3,000 for the event. And, she says,
t h e "funds are still rolling in:'Though
she says she enjoys philanthropy,
Garrity took the plunge to honor her
father, who has been diagnosed with
Alumna scales hotel for charity
emphysema.
f you are afraid of heights, you may find the idea
"To have the opportunity to
of climbing down the side of a 28-story building raise money on behalf of my father
even while attached to a rope-a little intimidating, and his disease while satisfying the
if not downright crazy! But what if the act could save thrill-seeker in me was amazing;' says
a loved one's life?
Garrity. "Getting to see my proud papa
Meghan Garrity (BBAOO) rappelled down the side cheering me on at the end made the
of Chicago's theWit Hotel, a 28-story buildi ng, in
experience one I will never forget:'
September, while friends and family watched from
-Leah Shutes

Rappelling for Research

I
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Sean DeSarbo (BS95, MA02)
is now the princi pal of Paddock
Elementary School in the M i lan
Public School District.
Jeff Bleiler ( BS96) has been
named to the leadership tea m
of the Jackson Citizen Patriot as
managing producer.
James Kitchen ( BS96, MA02) i s
t h e new principal o f Elms Road
Elementary School i n the Swartz
Creek Comm unity School District.
Lorena G uajardo ( BA97) has
authored "One Hour At a Time"
under the penname Espinoza
available as a Kindle e-book.
Beverly Musolf (MA97) has been
named the Howell Public School
District Teacher of the Year.
Brendon Kelly (BS98, MAOO)
has been named the director of
the School of Fine, Performing,
and Communication Arts at the
University of West Florida in
Pensacola, Fla.
Aaron Knox ( B S98) has joined
Blackboard, Inc., a global leader in
enterprise technology, a s reg ional
vice-president and d i rector of new
account sales.
Sarah Jayne White (BS98) is now
the director of sales and patron
services at Phoenix Theatre in
Phoenix, Ariz.
Elizabeth Mosher (BBA99) is
now the associate principal of
Lakeland High School in the
Huron Valley School District.
M ichael Tolinski ( MA99)
publ ished his second book,
"Plastics and Sustainabi lity·
through Wi ley-Scrivener.

2000s
Corey Slater (BSOO) is the
new varsity football coach for
Northwest High School in the
Northwest Community School
District.
Catherine Broadbent (MS0 1 ) has
received her Senior Professional
in Human Resources designation
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In Memoriam

Ne Ima A. Kananen (MA39) Northville, Oct. 1 0
Betty J . Farah (BS41 ) Grand Ledge, Aug. 1 1
Bernice I. Douma (BS42) Katy, Texas, May 1 1
Ardis D. East (BA42) El Paso, Texas, Nov. 4
Margaret P. McAlister (BS44) Dearborn, July 22
Mildred A. Moliassa (BS49) Flint, Oct. 23
James M. Miller (BSSO) Ann Arbor, Sept. 8
Joseph G. Carlini (BSSl, MASS) Saline, Sept. 29
Thomas Donahoe (BS52, MASS, 8568) Newaygo, Aug. 1 5
T. Richard Ziehmer (BSS3, BS70, MA74)
Daytona Beach, Fla., Aug. 3 1
Barbara L. Grosteffon (BME54) Colorado Springs,
Colo., Sept. 1 3
Glen E. Simmons (BS54, MSSB) Kewadin, Nov. 1 3
Joseph W. Baunoch (8555) Wyandotte, Oct. 1
Roselyn R. Tapp (BASS, MASS) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Oct. 3 1
Vera Crawford (BSS6) Davison, Oct. 24
Isabelle J. Lutz (8557) Saint Clair, Aug. 2
Ann F. Luedtke (BSSB) Bellaire, June 28
William D. Arras (BS60) New Ulm, Minn., Aug. 1 4
John T. O'Shea (BS60) Fort Worth, Texas, Oct. 1 1
A. Arthur Buhrmann (BS6 1 , MA63, SPA71 )
Oro Valley. Ariz., Nov. 8
Dennis Farley (BS61, MA64) Traverse City, Aug. 1 0
Margaret A . Wilkie (BS61 l New Baltimore, Jan. 1
David E. Calhoun (BS62) Ann Arbor, July 1 2
Willard W. Schultz Sr. (MA62) Fraser, Jan. 20
lnezW. Shelton (BS62, MA7 1 ) Inkster, Oct. 1 0
Carma M . Dryer (BS63) Harrison, Sept. 7
John F. Walters (MA63) Trenton, Sept. 4
Larry R. Wright (MA63) Norton Shores, July 29
Maxine E. Dart (BS64) Flint, Sept. 6
David L. Lindemann (BS64) Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Sept. 22
Dale E. Bartch (BBA65, MA67) Orlando, Fla., Oct. 1 7
Joseph S. Lamarra (MA6S) Bellaire, July 27
Laura Masters (BS6S) Waldron, Sept. 23
Charles J. Ragain (BA66) Parma, Aug. 1 7
Victoria J. Thomas (8566) Flint, Oct. 24
Edwin V. Wight (MA66) Clinton, Sept. 2
Constance L. Clausen (BS67, MA72) Fenton, Sept. 6
F. J. DeMarais (MA67) Pigeon, Nov. 4
Elmer W. Gough (MA67) Fort Myers, Fla., July 8
Thomas M. Grundner (BS67) Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 1 1
Jane M. Wright (MA67) Utica, Nov. 7
Margaret Bruce (MA68) Jackson, Aug. 3
Annabelle Chamberlain (BS68) Kimball Township, Nov. 6
Thomas M. Freitag (BA68, MS74) Flat Rock, Aug. 25
Ann Rusanoff (MA68) Dearborn, July 31
Sophia Z. Bacon (MA69) Burton, July 23
Herman V. Kuehn (MA69) Livonia, July 25
Ramute E. Brown (BS70) Capac, Sept. 2
Alan 0. Draheim (MA70) Flat Rock, Aug. 24
Barbara J. Walz (8570) Harrison Township, Aug. 6
Burley L. Hendricks (MA7 1 ) Bradenton, Fla., Nov. 1 2
Donald McKenzie (BBA71 ) Punta Gorda, Fla., Sept. 25
Barbara L. Sorenson (BS7 1 ) Kalkaska, Sept. 28
James K. Stringwell (B57 1 ) Ann Arbor, Aug. 1 3
George N . Wirth (857 1 ) Saline, Sept. 23
Geraldine M. Hagen (8572) Niceville, Fla., Sept. 21

Charles H. Holmes (MA72) Lambertville, Sept. 2
Roger P. Lesher (8572) Ann Arbor, Aug. S
Jewell F. Hayes (BBA73) Daytona Beach, Fla., Aug. 1 1
Allen J. Keeler (8573) Saratoga, Wyo., Aug. 1 3
John Brissaud Jr. (SPA75) Flushing, Oct. 5
Allen D. Brown (BS75) Burtchville, Aug. 20
Marie N. Kulibert (8575) Traverse City, July 3 1
Marion Lobdell (BBA75) Jupiter, F L Nov. 8
Joseph P. Solack (MA7S) Sterling Heights, Nov. 6
Hubert L. Traugh (MA75) Owosso, Aug. 2
Ruth A. Burr (MA76) Plymouth, Nov. 1 5
Deborah 5. Cassatt (B576) Berkley, Oct. 4
Patricia A. Reitz (8576) Ann Arbor, Oct. 1 7
Dana Bailey (BS77) Wellington, Fla., July 31
Earl E. Eastwood (B577, MASO) Petoskey, Sept. 2
Christopher A. Boyd (BS78) Vassar, July 22
Kenneth M. Irish Ill (8578) Leesburg, Va., Aug. 1
Charles K. Mccollum (BS78) LaSalle, Aug. 1 8
Valerie 5. Palmer (8578) Harbor Springs, Aug. 20
Patrick R. Connors Jr. (B579) Monroe, Aug. 9
Rhiannon WIiiiams (BA79) Windsor, Ontario, Nov. 1 2
Jacqueline A. Evans (5PAS1 ) Montgomery, Ala.,
Sept. 1 5
Steven 0. Innes (B582) Gorham, Maine, Oct. 1 6
Nancy J. Cramer (BS83) Mishawaka, Ind., Sept. 26
Patricia J. Allerding (MBE84) Good Hart, Oct. 28
Carol V. Curtis (B585) Jackson, Nov. 22
Karen Neal (BBA85) Chelsea, Oct. 10
Merlin K. Reeds (MASS) Scottville, Aug. 24
Sharon L. Downs (MA86) Sarasota, Fla., Aug. 8
Susan L. Ulbrich (85N86) Grand Rapids, Oct. 2 1
Karen L . Drumm (B587, MA89) Saline, Oct. 3
Mary J. Hintze (BSN87) Glen Arbor, Oct. 1 9
Jeffrey J. Wurst (8587, MBA02) Waukesha, Wisc., Sept. 7
Ronni A. Powers (MA89) Brighton, Aug. 1 5
Michael S . Miner (BBA90) Westland, Sept. 7
Anna C. Miteen (BSN90) Willis, Aug. 1 2
Nancy J. Ellis (MA92) Ferndale, Nov. 1 3
Mary E. Doty (BSN97) Hale, Aug. 29
Ann M. Kuharevicz (8502) Muskegon, Sept. 1 8
Jeffrey J . DIiion (8503) Detroit, Oct. 2 1
Sarah A . Gdula (BA07) Newark, Del., Sept. 3
Kandi S. Bock (851 1 ) Milan, Nov. 2

Faculty and Staff Memoriam

Igor Beginin, a n emeritus professor of the Department
of Art in the College of Arts and Sciences, died Sept. 22.
Donald A. Buckeye, an emeritus professor of the
Department of Mathematics in the College of Arts and
Sciences, died Sept. 1 .
James D. Johnson, a n emeritus professor of the
Department of Political Science in the College of Arts
and Sciences, died July 25.
Donald C. Kraushaar, an emeritus professor and
the lirst program director of the Health Services
Administration program tn the College of Health and
Human Services, died Sept. 3.
Charles S. Saxon, a professor in the Department
of Computer Information Systems in the College of
Business, died Nov. 1 1 .
Paul Shoults, a former director of the Department of
Athletics, died Aug. 2 1 .

from the Human Resources
Certification I nstitute.

Start Teacher at the Campagna
Center i n Alexandria, Va.

Anathea Collar (MBAO l ) was

Martin Bodnar (MBA06) has been
named as the senior vice president
of Exchange Capital Management,
Inc., located in Ann Arbor.

named the 201 1 HR Executive
of the Year for small to m idsize
non profits by the American
Society of E mployers.
Jeffrey Hoover ( B B A O l ,
MBA04) has been promoted

to sha reholder and member of
Howard & Howard Attorneys PLLC
in Royal Oak.

Eric Oakley ( 8 50 1 ) was na med
the head softball coach at the
U niversity of North Dakota
after spending five years a s the
assistant softball coach at EMU.
David Schmittou ( MA02, EDDl 1 )

is now the principal o f M i lan
M iddle School i n the Milan Public
School District.
Allison Wa rdlaw (BA02, BBA02)

Lindsay Buhagiar (8506) is a senior
product analyst for JPMorgan Chase
& Co.
Jessica Kruger (BS06, MA 1 1 )

is a new instructor a t Colorado
Northwestern Community College's
Rangely Campus and recently
won the first place award for her
submission at the master's level in
the American Society of Criminology
Division of International Criminology
Student Paper Competition.
Marie Minnich (BS06, MS1 1 )

has co-authored "Bohemian
Chic: Decorating with Vintage
and Salvage" published through
Smashwords, Inc.

is the new program director of the
Michigan Foreclosure Prevention
Corps for the Com m un ity
Economic Development
Association of Michigan.

curriculum director and assessment
coordinator for Caseville Public
Schools.

K i m berly (airy ( MA03) has

Andrew Hulbert (BS07) is the new

received the 20 1 2 Michigan Art
Educator of the Year Award and
the M iddle Level Art Educator of
the Year Award from the Michigan
Art Education Association.
Kenneth S i rignano (MA04} has
been selected by the National
Association of Special Education
Teachers as a 201 1 Outstanding
S pecial Education Teacher Award
winner for h i s exceptional work
as an educator in the Genesee
Intermed iate School District.
Benjamin Best (BSOS} has
graduated with distinction from
Euro Naro Joint Jet Pilot Training
at Sheppard Ari Force Base, Texas.
Tim Challender ( MA05) is the

new assistant principal of Corunna
High School i n the Corunna Public
School District.
Kristen Kostielney (BS05) has

ended her 2 1 -year career as a
program specialist at Canton
Public Library to become a Head

Dustin Saa Iman (BS06) is the new

director of Oxford Virtual Academy
in the Oxford Community School
District.

Greg Kemp (8BA07}

is now the general
manager of Devcon
Security's Detroit
South branch.

Joseph Bommarito (BS08} is a

Mackinac County Sheriff deputy.

Jeff Haas (BS08) is a new fifth

grade teacher at Wallace Elementary
School in the Parker Unified School
District in Parker, Ariz.

Alicia Hunt (BS08) has been
awarded the CalSWEC Mental Health
Scholarship for 2010-201 1 as a
graduate student at the University of
South Carolina in Columbia, S.C.
Marde Doolan (BS09} has
co-authored "Bohemian Chic:
Decorating with Vintage and
Salvage" published through
Smashwords, Inc.

Don Lafreniere (BS09) has been
awarded with the prestigious title of
Vanier Canada Scholar by the Prime
Minister of Canada.

Joy Hopkins (MHA 1 1 ) is the new

Brandon Sinawi (BS09) is the new
varsity boys' basketball coach at
Livonia Stevenson High School in the
Livonia Public School District.

Heather Landis (MS 1 1 ) is the new
manager of the Scottville Main
Street program dedicated to the
revitalization of downtown Scottville.

201 0s

Jaclyn Reardon (BS 1 1 ) is an account
coordinator for Bianchi Public
Relations I nc. based in Troy.

Molly Funk (SPA 1 0) is now the

principal of Doherty Elementary
School in the West Bloomfield School
District.

manager of patient care and services
at OSF St. Francis Hospital and
Medical Group in Peoria, Ill.

Chapter News: Aviation
HIGH HOPES EMU's new aviation alumni chapter was cleared
for take-off in the fall. And though they're a new addition to our
alumni family, they don't let that stand in the way. The chapter is
already getti ng active, with rumors of a pancake breakfast in the
spring or early sum mer. I n addition, an aviation scholarship is in
the works for EM U's next generation of pilots.
NOW BOARDING Most mem bers of the chapter are employed at
the Eagle Flight Center, various airlines or mil itary branches. "Our
(aviation) board consists of program g raduates, but the chapter is
open to all EMU alumni," says assistant chief flight instructor Chris
Sorenson (BS07). "The more, the merrier."
REACH FOR THE SKY Students at EMU have had their heads in
the clouds since the 1980s. The U niversity first started graduating
new pilots from the Aviation Flight Technology program during
the "Porter Era" (1979-89) and has since sent thousands more to
the sky an d back again.
PILOTING THE FUTURE Eastern's Aviation Flight Technology
program is the largest the southeast Michigan and northern Ohio
region. The Eagle Flight Center is located at Willow Run Airport,
just a few miles from EMU. There, students learn flight training,
safety, aerodynamics, aviation law and crew resource manage-Lea h Shutes
ment.
For more information on this and other EMU alumni chapters, visit emich.edu/alumni
ll Class Notes subn11ss1ons should include your name, address. e-mail
Aaddress.
phone number, degree(s) and year of graduation
Eastern M1ch1gan University Office for Alumni Relations, 1 349 S.
Mail to:

Huron 5t . Suite 2. Ypsrlant1, Ml 481 97, or use our on line submission form
at emich.edu/alumni.
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The Play's the Thing
EMU� Tony Caselli talks show business
REVIVIN G ERNIE
Tony Caselli (BS92) has directed several plays more than once
in his 20-year career in professional theater, but none were quite
like Ernie. Mitch Albom's tribute to the late, beloved Tigers
announcer opened to critical acclaim and packed houses last
summer at the City Theater, a stone's throw from Comerica
Park. Working in the same space with the same cast and crew for
this summer's reprise, Caselli's main challenge is to resist fixing
something that ain't broke. "The goal is to bring back this thing
that the audience loved and do it again," he says. "We solved a
lot of the challenges, but there are also a couple of moments in
the play that I looked at and said, you know what, I think we
missed a little bit here and I'd like to tweak that in rehearsals. I
don't expect us to have big changes, but a handful of those little
ones are very likely to be implemented."
THE LIVING PLAYWRIGHT
Having the playwright on the scene, especially when he's also the
producer, could be dicey, but Caselli praises Albom's willingness
to be a team player. "He was great to work with, very gracious
with everyone, generous, and there was nobody in the process
who worked harder than him, which was an inspiration to the
rest of us," he says. "We did rewrites up to final dress rehear al
and even through previews, if l remember right. It was a little
nerve-wracking because you're throwing a new thing out there in
front of audiences that you haven't had a chance to work with as
much as the rest of the play, but it's also exciting. If the purpose
of it is to make the piece better, then everybody rallies behind it:'
THE WILLIAMSTON THEATRE
After 1 2 years with Chelsea's Purple Rose 1heater Company,
Caselli teamed up with three other theater veterans-one
of them a Eastern classmate and Purple Rose colleague,
Christine Purchis (BS90 ) -to found the Williamston Theatre
in Williamston, a small town about 20 miles east of Lansing.
" Between the four of us, we had a pretty good handle on
how to make a theater run," he says, "and from there we used
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by Jeff Mortimer

the arts management stuff w e learned at Eastern and in the
industry itself." 1n the face of a daunting economy, especially
for recreational spending, the theater ha steadily prospered,
artistically and financially, since opening its doors in the
summer of 2006. "We've managed to grow our audience at
least 1 0% every year," says Caselli, who serves as the theater's
artistic director, "and continue to make enough money from
ticket sales and donations to pay most of the bills most of the
time, the way most theaters do."
CLOSE TO HOME
" Part of the reason we started a theater is that we like it here,"
says Caselli, a native of New Boston who now lives in Chelsea.
"I had a great time directing when I directed in New York but
I don' t know if it's someplace I want to raise my kids. I don' t
mean that in a bad way, but I like having a yard with trees and
deer." He still likes " hanging with the big boys" from time to
time, but he likes steady work even more. " W hen I talk to
students, one of the things I share with them is that there are
a lot of people in New York who wait tables all the time and
turn down work elsewhere because they might get work in
New York. If what you want to do is act or direct, go do that.
I've been able to do that, knock wood, here in Michigan for 20
years, and raise a family. That, to me, is success."
BEING A DIRECTOR
Caselli was a stage manager for much of his time at Purple
Rose, but the director bug had already bitten him at Eastern.
" I love stage managing, but in directing you get to collaborate
with everyone and shape the stor y," he says. "I like to think
I have just enough ego to work with a bunch of people and
lead them and tell a story other people will want to see, and
not so much that I stop being a collaborator and ignore other
people's opinions." W hen the balance seems to be tilting the
wrong way, it helps to recall that "part of what I learned at
Eastern was working with people. The ones I worked with
always treated you as though you had value, too." t'I

Photograph by Michael Andalora

Photo Gallery

LEFT: The TRUEMU Alumni Happy Hour at Corner Brewery welcomed alumni back to Ypsilanti during Homecoming Week and included the
chance to win Bob Seger concert tickets. RIGHT: The recipients of the 201 1 Alumni Association's Teaching Excellence Awards celebrated their
awards at a brunch ceremony on October 29, 201 1 . Each year, the Alumni Association selects distinguished EMU professors for these honors.
From left to right: Stewart Tubbs (management), Gretchen Dahl Reeves (occupational therapy), Sally Burton-Hoyle (special education), Jamil
Baghdachi (engineering technology), Geoffrey Hammill (communication, media, and theatre arts) . Not pictu red: Glenn Walker (biology)

ABOVE: Whether a Normalite, Huron, or Eagle . . . Homecoming is a time for all EMU g raduates to return to campus. Pictu red above, EMU

alumni show their H u ron pride.
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ABOVE: Celebrating the 50th a n niversary of their g rad uation from EMU, a group of 1961 grad uates gathered at U niversity House with

President Susan Martin for brunch a nd to receive their "Golden Years Reunion" medallions.

ABOVE LEFT: Nearly 600 alumni and friends attended the Homecoming Alumni Tailgate held on the front lawn of Rynearson Stadium. This
year's tent featured catering from the Produce Station in Ann Arbor, Ml.
ABOVE RIG HT: Tom Hamel (BS62, MA72), left, a nd Bud Schimmelpfenneg (BS68) reviewed a collection of Homecoming editions of the
Eastern Echo at the "Celebrate the '60s" reception du ring Homecoming Week. 1 960's graduates returned to McKenny Hall, formerly
McKenny Union, the heart of student life d uring their years at EMU.
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..,. Get an EMU license plate
from the State of Michigan and
help fund student scholarships.
The fee is $35 in addition to
your annual vehicle registration
fee. Of the $35, $25 supports
alumni scholarships and pro
gramming initiatives. For more
information, please visit emich.
edu/alumni.

·- MICHIGAN ··

E PRIDE
t; EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.

..,. Or make a direct contribution to the EMU Alumni Association Scholarship Fund, or attend an
event that supports it. For more information about the scholarship fund, visit emich.edu/alumni.

EMU Alumni
Association Board
of Directors
President:

Gregory A. Sheldon (B8A96)
President-elect:

Katrina Vanderwoude (MA91,
EDD08)
Parliamentarian:

Don Reichert (8509)
Secretary:

Ryan Buck (8502)

M

eet Mackenzie R. Mousouleas,
a freshman from Woodhaven.
A pre-occupational therapy
major, Mackenzie represents her fam
ily's EMU legacy. Her grandmother,
Patricia Johnston (BS74), graduated
from EMU. 'Tm proud to be a legacy
and appreciate EMU for its small class
sizes, just as my grandmother did," says
Mackenzie. "It allows for more one
on-one time with the professors and a
chance to ask questions during class."
As a legacy, Mackenzie was eligible
to apply for an Alumni Association
Scholarship. Not only did she apply, she received the scholarship
Mackenzie Mousouleas
and is now a representative of the
students who are children or grandchildren
Alumni Association throughout
of alumni are eligible to apply for the Alumni
campus. In December 201 1 , she assisted
Association Scholarship, which is worth
the Alumni Association Board of Directors
$ 1 ,250 per academic year. A graduate-level
as they welcomed new graduates at the
scholarship is also available to qualified
Commencement ceremony. Mackenzie saw
individuals.
first-hand the importance of the Alumni
For complete scholarship guidelines,
Association and a preview of her own EMU
requirements or an application, visit emich.
graduation experience.
edu/alumni, or contact the Office for Alumni
To be like Mackenzie-connected to the
Relations at 734.487.02SO or alumni.rela
Alumni Association because of her family's
tions@emich.edu for more information.
legacy-freshmen, sophomores or transfer

EASTERN
M IC H IGAN U N IVERSITY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

EMU Alumni Association • emich.edu/alumni • 734.487.0250
• alumni.relations@emich.edu
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Treasurer:

Thomas Wells (BBA84)
Past president:

Gerald Gemignani (BS94)
Directors:

Trudy Adler (BS01)
Patricia Andrewes (BA66)
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (BS71, MA73)
Mary E. Batcheller (BSS6)
Robin Baun (8575)
James J. Beasley, Jr. (BBA77)
Amanda Bennett (BSOS)
Tom Borg (BS79, MA09)
Len Capelli (BBA68, MBA73)
George Harrison (8567, MA72)
Robert E. Murkowski (BS06)
Jerome Rush (8572)
Caroline Sanders (BS97, MLS02)
A'ndrea Shipp (MAOS)
Mauricio Silva (MS03)
Marques Thomey (8500)
Emeritus Directors:

William Malcolm (BS76)
Vicki Reaume (BS91, MA96)
W. Fred Roberts (BA56, MA68)
H.F. (Bud) Schimmelpfenneg
(BS68)

a
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Take Five with Kynard Spencer
Remembering EMU while teaching the future
Kynard Spencer (BAE73) is an inspiring artist with an eyefor color
and detail. A self-proclaimed "super 3-D" painte,, Spencer depicts
the African heritage with a unique, colorful and imaginative style.
He also is an art teacher at George Washington Preparatory High
School in Los Angeles and says he'sfortunate to have the chance to
pass his knowledge down through the generations.
Eastern: W hat's the most important thing you learned at EMU

that's applicable in your career today?
Spencer: Eastern taught me what art was all about. I was

by Leah Shutes

granted, such as fashion, advertising, construction, color, shape
and so much more. I love music with rhythmic overtones and
powerful venues. I love to combine my creativity with various
tones and ranges heard in music. Looking at my work, you
can see and feel the movement within each piece. I'm object
oriented, so I love to draw and paint people. Each person has a
canvas full of spontaneous venues that tell a story or situation.
Eastern: If you could paint part ofEMU's can1pus as you
remember it, what would the picture look like?
Spencer: McKenny Union was the spot when I attended EMU.

originally going for a major in biology, but I'd been drawing
and painting for a number of years. I took a life drawing class
and learned human bone structure and anatomy. Then I started
getting into exaggeration of body and form, using teclmiques
like elongating and foreshortening in my work. I also learned a
lot about color and started using rare combinations like purple
and lime green. I learned how to create texture, sometimes
using only my finger to spread the paint. Or a hair dryer to make
it dry faster. College was a real highlighted time in my life.

Everyone gathered there to meet and talk to familiar friends and
make new acquaintances. I met many members of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity at the Union, and became a member of this great
fraternity. Many events including dances, Homecoming events,
business meetings and recreation happened in the Union.
Painting such a remarkable place would hold a special place
within me.

Eastern: W hich professor challenged you the most?

W h o supported you?

Spencer: I had Charles McGee as an art professor. He lit right

Spencer: I supported myself while building a career in art. I was

into me over a self-portrait l'd done, so I asked to see some
of hi work. He had an exhibit at the Detroit Institute
of Arts. I aw his painting and it really changed my
perspective. I began to look at people harder and
became super 3-D. McGee challenged me to be
more exact in my paintings, but al o to use risky
colors and shapes. It was really eye-opening.

fortunate to become an art teacher, and to be able to pass along
any kind of skills and information to my students. It is so
rewarding to see one's students achieve and never stop
gaining knowledge. I currently work as a high school
art teacher at George Washington Preparatory
High School, located in south central Los Angeles.
I've served as the department chairperson for the
Visual and Perfornung Arts department for more
than 20 years. I love my profession, and much
credit goes to Eastern Michigan University for
giving me the skills and education needed
to become as successful as I am. Thank
you, EMU. I!

Eastern: W hat inspires you when you're hort on
ideas/ material?
Spencer: I can be inspired by
almost anything around or
within me. Everything can
be een in an artful way.
Many everyday things that
can be artful are taken for

Eastern: Art is a challenging (not monetarily rewarding) career.
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